HPRT mutants induced in bystander cells by very low fluences of alpha particles result primarily from point mutations.
We have shown previously that damage signals may be transmitted from irradiated cells to nonirradiated cells in monolayer cultures, leading to changes in gene expression and an enhanced frequency of mutations in these "bystander" cells. The present study was designed to test the hypothesis that mutations occurring in bystander cells result from a different mechanism than those occurring in irradiated cells, and thus show differences in molecular structure. Structural changes in the HPRT gene of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells were determined by multiplex PCR analysis. A total of 790 mutant clones derived from monolayer cultures exposed to mean doses of 0, 0.5 or 10 cGy of alpha-particle radiation (0, 3% or 44%, respectively, of nuclei traversed by one or more alpha particles) were examined. Whereas mutations induced by 10 cGy included a high frequency of deletions, nearly all mutations occurring in bystander cells in cultures irradiated with 0.5 cGy involved point mutations, confirming our hypothesis that they are induced by a different mechanism.